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Abstract Temperature-modulated thermomechanical

analysis (TMA) is a technique which allows for separation

of the temperature-dependent thermal expansion from the

time and temperature-dependent creep or stress relaxation

behavior. Extrusion during the cable production process

may orient and stretch polymer chains which are rapidly

cooled in water. Such frozen-in stresses might relax over a

longer time period, or when the sample is heated up, the

polymer chains are able to move back to their initial state.

Using this method allows for measurement of both

effects—irreversible stress relaxation and reversible ther-

mal expansion—at the same time. Additionally, a rever-

sible signal might be used for the determination of the

coefficient of thermal expansion for different materials.

This work compares polyethylene samples with and with-

out frozen-in stresses measured on standard and tempera-

ture-modulated TMA.
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Introduction

Optical cables and fibers are extremely sensitive to

mechanical, thermal and environmental conditions, which

can affect their optical performance. Shrinkage and dimen-

sional length changes which are a consequence of thermal

cycling can reduce those properties significantly. Even

though most materials expand with increasing temperature

and decrease during cooling, more irreversible mechanisms

might be observed which occur in the opposite direction. For

example, long molecule chains of polymer stretched out by

the extrusion process and frozen in that state by rapid cooling

may relax during heating the sample so that the sample will

expand and shrink back at the same time. The expansion

could be separated into the reversing length change, while

the stretching is resolved into a non-reversing dimension

change. The thermodynamic and kinetic components in this

case are in the opposite direction, and the total length change

might be not much different from the initial length. A further

cooling cycle will add another shrinking effect—physical

contraction, which will further change the sample diameters;

higher shrinkage will occur after second thermal cycle [1].

Thermomechanical analysis with a modulated temperature

program (mT-TMA) seems to be a potential technique for the

measurement of all components of shrinkage including the

total length change in the sample and the deconvoluted

reversible and irreversible parts of dimensional change

during temperature cycling. Such novel approach may sim-

plify the analysis of shrink-back experiments results and may

reduce measurement cycles to only one heating.

The technique

In the first instance, a modulated temperature program was

applied to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and also
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other techniques including thermogravimetry (TG) [2],

dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) [4] and finally TMA

[5, 6]. The common idea for those techniques is changing

the linear heating rate into sinusoidal (Fig. 1).

Depending on the equipment type for DSC, temperature

modulation might be controlled by the block temperature,

reference or sample thermocouples. In the next step, dis-

crete Fourier transformation is applied in real time to

continuously determine the average value and the ampli-

tude value for each signal. While modulated DSC involves

deconvolution of the heat flow rate into the part which

follows modulation (reversing) and one independent—ir-

reversible [3], in mT-TMA, the sample length (L) change is

measured. The rate of change in the sample length with

respect to time (dL/dt) can be divided into two components

Eq. 1:

dL=dt ¼ dL=dT � dT=dt þ f 0 t; Tð Þ ð1Þ

where L, length; t, time; T, temperature; dL/dT, the thermal

expansion coefficient; dT/dt, heating rate; f0(t,T), encom-

pass changes in length which occur due to relaxation of

stresses in the sample, or deformation under the applied

load [5]. The amplitudes of length and temperature (re-

versible part), as well as the average length (total length)

(Fig. 2) are obtained from the Fourier transformation pro-

cess.
R

dT=dt KK is the underlying heating rate averaged

over a single period, while K is a calibration constant close

to unity. Finally, the irreversible part, which describes

stress relaxation (or sample deformation), is obtained from

the difference between the total and reversing contributions

[3, 4]. Authors also describe measurement settings which

affect the final results and special calibration techniques

[3, 5–7]. Calibration of modulated TMA includes tests on

Al slug, cell constant calibration and comparison of CTE

results of standard and modulated measurements.

Shrink-back phenomena and coefficient of thermal

expansion

Shrink-back is a type of polymer dimensional change,

which occurs because polymer chains that tend to be tan-

gled have been stretched out by the extrusion process and

frozen in that state by rapidly cooling the stretched polymer

[8]. The problem starts when the temperature is increased

and polymer chains become mobile enough to revert to

their more entangled configuration. This results in a per-

manent shrinkage of the material which can be additionally

increased by thermal contraction during the cooling cycle.

Thermal expansion is the tendency of matter to change

in volume in response to a change in temperature. The

degree of expansion divided by the change in temperature

is called the material’s coefficient of thermal expansion and

generally varies with temperature. When heat is added to

most materials, the average amplitude of the atoms

vibrating within the material increases. This effect increa-

ses the separation between the atoms, causing the material

to expand. If the material does not go through a phase

change, the expansion can be easily related to the tem-

perature change [9]. If the linear coefficient of thermal

expansion is known, the change in the sample length can be

theoretically calculated for each degree of temperature

change. From the theory, this effect should also work in
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reverse. If energy is removed from a material, then the

sample temperature will decrease, causing the contraction

of the entire sample. The coefficient of thermal expansion

can serve as a material characteristic only where material

behavior is reversible. Unfortunately, it does not work for

polymers with frozen-in stresses and irreversible effects

related with chain reorganization. The metastable nature of

most oriented polymers causes the relaxation to the disor-

dered state and will not be reversible until structural

equilibrium is achieved.

Experimental

For two methods comparison, standard TMA and modu-

lated TMA measurements were performed on polyethylene

(PE) samples. For clear extrusion influence on shrink-back

phenomena, two different sets of samples were prepared.

One sample was collected from extruded cable jacket (‘‘PE

Cable’’), which should release the frozen-in stresses during

the first heating cycle. The second sample was prepared

directly from raw material using temperature press and

standard settings (IEC 60811-4-1) for PE samples prepa-

ration (‘‘PE Plate’’).

Differences in irreversible dimension change during the

first heating cycle were the focus of the experiment. Also,

the Coefficient of thermal expansion was compared for

both samples with standard and modulated measurement.

The measurements were performed on TA Instruments

mT-TMA model Q400. The program started at -50 �C
with heating/cooling rate 2 �C min-1 up to 100 �C, cooling

back to -50 �C and heating up to 90 �C. For easier results

comparison, starting points at -50 �C are 0 % of dimen-

sion change (Fig. 3).

Results and discussion

The PE sample taken from a plate (solid line) reveals

similar dimensional changes during heating and cooling

cycles (around 3 %). There is no extrusion influence, and

the total signal is mostly caused by reversible linear

extension and contraction. The signal from the extruded

sample (‘‘PE Cable’’) has different shape and dimensional

change range. Instead of expanding in a similar way to

Sample ‘‘PE Plate’’, shrink-back starts to occur around

40 �C during the heating cycle, where the relaxation of

polymer chains begins. Expected expansion is reduced and

would cause much higher shrink after an additional cooling

cycle. Measurements have been performed with extension

probes, calibrated with aluminum reference sample with

MCA 70 cooling accessory.

Similar measurements were performed on the same PE

samples, using temperature modulation and total length

signal deconvolution to the reversible and irreversible

parts. Figure 4 confirms that the total length change signal

for ‘‘PE plate’’ is almost identical with the reversible part

obtained from modulated measurement. The low value of

the irreversible part (0.47 and -0.20 %) is probably caused

by the influence of raw material production or plate

preparation. Figure 5 shows the extruded sample ‘‘PE

Cable’’, where the irreversible signal is much more sig-

nificant and stress relaxation occurs around 40 �C in much
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greater scale. Measured shrink-back in this case is a couple

of times higher, comparing to the previous sample (1.3 vs

0.2 %). When compared to the difference between the

expansion of two samples from Fig. 3, the shrink-back

value from the irreversible signal seems to have an almost

identical value (2.8 - 1.5 % & 1.3 %) and shows how

much stress relaxation decreases sample expansion. Rev-

ersible change is at a similar level for both samples (1.8

and 1.9 %) (Fig. 6).

CTE

From the reversible signals, it is also possible to calculate

the coefficient of linear expansion—Alpha, a derivative of

the reversible signal with respect to temperature. Interna-

tional standards also describe how to calculate it from the

standard measurement (e.g., Coefficient of Linear Thermal

Expansion ASTM E831, ASTM D696, ISO 11359). To

reduce the influence of irreversible effects, results from the

second heating cycles could be taken at a specific tem-

perature, with the assumption that all stresses and irre-

versible signals would be erased during the first heating

and cooling. The comparison of the two methods is also

presented in this work, using the previously described

samples. All results are compared in Table 1.

Data received from the second heating cycle with the

standard TMA method seem to be ‘‘affected’’ by the irre-

versible part, as the value for the cable sample is much

higher compared to the ‘‘PE Plate’’ sample. Results from

the mT-TMA are similar for both samples (6 % differ-

ence), while the CTE values taken from the second cycle of

the standard TMA technique vary around 28 %. Modulated

measurement for the sample with oriented polymer chains

seems to be more reliable as the values of CTE are at the

same range and fit the theoretical CTE for polyethylene

(*100–200 9 10-6 m m-1 K-1) although changing, for
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Table 1 Comparison of dimension changes and CTE’s for samples ‘‘PE Plate’’ and ‘‘PE Cable’’

Sample CTE/10-6 m m-1 K-1 TMA/% mT-TMA/%

TMA mT-TMA First expansion Maximum dimension change Irreversible signal Reversible signal

‘‘PE plate’’ 205.4 167.6 2.8 3.5 -0.2 1.9

‘‘PE cable’’ 284.8 159.2 1.8 4.5 -1.3 1.8
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example, the heating rate might increase those values.

Process parameters also do not affect the CTE value

obtained from the mT-TMA reversible signal. Moreover,

only one heating cycle was used to get all the results, while

standard TMA measurement requires additional cooling

and heating cycles to clear the irreversible part. In this

approach, taking the data from the second heating cycle

runs the risk that not all stress is relaxed during the first

heating, due to limited measurement time, heating rate or

temperature range (material melting). Also, the first

cooling (cooling rate) affects sample crystallinity and

may create a new, (much smaller than the original) irre-

versible signal.

Conclusions

Based on PE samples and other measurements not descri-

bed in this work for materials like PBT, PC and flame

retardant polymers, it seems that modulated measurements

on a thermomechanical analyzer might be a very powerful

tool for shrink-back, stress relaxation and other irreversible

mechanisms related to postproduction influence. One of the

most important advantages of this technique is that all

previously described information can be received from

only one heating cycle. Shrink-back and CTE results seems

to be reliable, especially when compared to the standard,

two-cycle TMA. CTE is not affected by process parame-

ters/irreversible signal, and results are similar without

sample preparation method influence. In this case, shrink-

back analysis from the first mT-TMA heating cycle gives

similar information as standard TMA measurement from

two samples—the difference between expansions of sam-

ples with and without the extrusion process. Completely

different information is obtained when the second TMA

heating cycle is subtracted from the first one. This may be

caused by the fact that the first cycle may not completely

clear the thermal history of the sample and/or additional

cooling could build a new (much smaller) irreversible

signal by changing sample crystallinity. Although modu-

lated measurement usually takes much more time because

of lower heating rates(1–5 K min-1), the total experiment

time may still be similar. Taking into consideration that it

is possible to perform only one heating measurement in a

very specific, narrow range, it may take similar or even less

time than three full cycles, with heating rate 10 K min-1.

However, this assumption depends on the specific material

character and measurement purpose. Other factors deter-

mining measurement time and results quality such as the

influence of measurement settings (modulation amplitude,

frequency and heating rate) are still under investigation.
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